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KEY DATES
•
•
•

9/11 6-8:30 PM: Evening with Industry in
Clark-Fox Forum, Hillman Hall
9/17 3-4:30 PM: How to Utilize Your LinkedIn
(+ LinkedIn headshots) in Brookings Quad
9/19 6-8:00 PM: STEM SLAM in Tisch
Commons

•
•
•
•

9/20 5:30-6:30 PM: Mingle with Google Reps
in Cupples II Room 230
9/21: Get to Know Microsoft
9/30: Girl Scout Day Community Service
10/26-10/28: SWE National Conference in
Austin, TX

What’s Happening in SWE?

The KPCB Fellows Program

• Going through the recruitment process for jobs and
internships? Get a great LinkedIn headshot and learn
how to maximize your LinkedIn account with SWE!
Sept 17th from 3-4:30 PM in Brookings Quad.
• Interested in working at Google or Microsoft? We
have events with both coming up. Get tips on the
interview process and learn about their company
environments.
• We are raffling off a FREE Kaplan course (can be
MCAT, GRE, LSAT, etc.) to our members! Buy tickets
for $5 each at any of our September events.

Kleiner Perkins, a world-leading venture capital firm in
Silicon Valley, is now accepting applications for the
2018 KPCB Engineering Fellows Program.

Member Spotlight

Apply to Abbott

Saron Belay
Saron Belay is a senior studying
computer science from
Nashville, TN. She is the
president of WiCS (Women in
Computer Science), and a
member of SWE and NSBE.
Saron has interned in the
bioinformatics department of
the National Institute of Health
and the software development
department of AT&T. For the 2017 Grace Hopper
Conference, Saron was awarded the prestigious
Microsoft scholarship for her excellence in academics.
Congratulations on this award, Saron!

Learn More About D.E. Shaw
Our culture combines some of the best aspects of
academia, finance, and technology—past interns have
compared us to a top academic department, and
students in Society of Women Engineers may find a role
here similarly intellectually stimulating and rewarding.
https://www.deshaw.com/recruit/jobs/OC/EB/WashU

This is a career-defining opportunity for students who
are interested in pursuing high technology, design,
entrepreneurship, and start-ups. Students are
matched to companies for summer experiences and
gain exclusive access to great events and
programming.
To learn more/apply: http://www.kpcbfellows.com
Applications close September 30th.

Abbott is a leading company in the medical devices
industry, with a long standing history in helping
people live life to the fullest.
Abbott Internship Virtual Information Session Dates:
• September 14th 3:15-4:15 CST**
• October 18th 3:15 - 4:15 CST
**Highly recommended to attend the 1st session
To register for the Virtual Session you MUST:
1. Email University Relations at
university.relations@abbott.com with your cover
letter, detailing your interest and fit, along with
your resume
2. Find out more about Abbott careers at
http://www.abbott.com/careers.html

Learn About Women with McKinsey
Email swe.wustl@gmail.com for more info.

Dynamic Surgical Intern Jobs
Calling all Mechanical or Material Engineers!
At Dynamic Surgical, we are building morphable tools
that improve the safety, efficacy, and comfort of
minimally invasive procedure so that they may be
performed in the office, instead of the operating
room. Email swe.wustl@gmail.com for more info.

